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Overview

§ RTO 12/Explorer’s Edge is planning to evolve its marketing strategy to focus on International Markets in 2018, and more specifically, 
to focus on the USA

§ Fundamental to this strategy is quantifying the appeal of EE’s core product offering in four key USA markets – NYC, Boston, DC and 
Chicago – and identifying viable target audiences within these markets for the product

§ As a prelude to this research, 30 “key tourism activities” (KTAs) were identified as forming the core product offering in the region

§ Armed with this list of activities, KURATION was engaged to oversee a research study to answer these 5 questions:

1. What is the relative appeal of Ontario as a vacation destination?

2. Which of the EE’s KTAs are the most compelling and likely to attract visitors?

3. How many individuals are there in the key markets who are interested in these activities?

4. How can we group these tourism activities into logical “product bundles”? 

5. What do the people who are most interested in these bundles look like?



Methodology

§ Working with Environics, a market research firm with extensive experience conducting research into Canadian tourism in offshore 
markets (the firm developed Destination Canada’s seminal Explorer Quotient framework), a survey was deployed into the NYC, Boston, 
DC and Chicago markets. The survey consisted of 4 key sections which focused on:

§ Quantifying participation levels in the KTAs and their appeal in motivating the selection of tourism destination

§ Understanding how tourism purchase decisions are made

§ Measuring attitudes with respect to international travel (uses the EQ battery of 20 questions, see Appendix for EQ definition)

§ Demographics

§ The survey was in market in November, 2017

§ Sample size is 1,750:

§ Boston - 210

§ NYC - 874

§ DC - 266

§ Chicago - 400



Key Tourism Activities (KTAs)

§ While not an exhaustive list of the activities on offer in EE, these were selected as they best represent the region’s strongest and 
most established product:

ATVing/Snowmobiling

Being lakeside (beach, relaxing on the dock, swimming)

Bike touring (leisure)

Camping

Cross-country skiing

Day cruises

Downhill Skiing/Snowboarding

Enjoying local cuisine (restaurants, farmers markets)

Fishing

Golfing

Guided nature tours and wildlife viewing

Hiking in nature

Ice Skating

Learning about Indigenous culture

Motorboating/personal watercraft/waterskiing

Motorcycling

Mountain biking

Padding (canoeing, kayaking, paddleboarding)

Road biking

RVing

Snowshoeing

Taking brewery tours

Taking winery tours

Tobogganing

Visiting local arts and crafts shops/galleries

Visiting local museums

Visiting spas

Visiting Yoga retreats

Watching live theatre/music

Wildlife viewing



Question 1

What is the relative appeal of Ontario as a vacation destination?



How We Answered the Question

All 1,750 respondents were asked to answer three questions about each 
of the 30 KTAs:  

How likely would you be to consider taking a future vacation trip to 
Canada in the next 24 months?

Which region(s) of Canada would consider visiting in the next 24 months?

Why would you consider Ontario?



Likelihood to Consider Canada



Likelihood to Consider Ontario



Why Consider Ontario?



Insight

68% of respondents would consider visiting Canada in the next 24 months.

Of those, 53% would choose Ontario. 

This represents 36% of the total sample (68% x 53%).

And 53% of those say they would choose Ontario for its natural landscapes or for 
a Canadian wilderness getaway.

Given there are 40 million people in these 4 US markets, this suggests a massive 
opportunity for EE. 



Question 2

Which of the EE’s KTAs are the most compelling and likely to attract visitors?



How We Answered the Question

All 1,750 respondents were asked to answer three questions about each of the 30 KTAs:  

How interested are you in each of the activities?

For each activity, is it one that you typically do while on vacation?

Does the availability of each of the activities that you typically do while on vacation influence 
or motivate your destination decision?

For each activity we computed a “Motivation Index” which represents the likelihood of the 
KTA to drive consideration of the region relative to the level of interest in the KTA. 

KTAs with high interest and Motivation Indices are the most likely to drive consideration of 
the region. 



How interested are you in each of the following activities? 
(Top 2 boxes - Very/Somewhat, PCT of total sample, in alpha order)



For each activity listed below, is it an activity that you typically do while on vacation?
(Top 3 boxes – Always/Sometimes/Occasionally, PCT of total sample, in alpha order)



Does the availability of each of the following activities that you typically do while on 
vacation influence or motivate your destination decision?
(Top 3 boxes – Always/Sometimes/Occasionally, PCT of total sample, in alpha order)



Summary Table – Ranked by Interest in Activity
(PCT of total sample)



Insight

Of the 14 KTAs which show the broadest appeal (interest leval greater than 50% 
for the total population sample), 6 can be described as “outdoor activities”.

These KTAs also have relatively strong Motivation Indices, meaning they influence 
the decision to consider a vacation destination.

Together these 6 activities define a “Quintessentially Canadian Wilderness 
Experience”, and align perfectly with the EE brand. 

Together these activities serve as relevant and differentiating proof points for 
the brand proposition in the USA market.



Quintessentially Canadian Wilderness Experience



Question 3: 
How many individuals are there in the four markets who are 

interested in these Key Tourism Activities?



How We Answered the Question

As we saw in Question 1, 36% of the total population are interested in 
visiting Ontario over the next 24 months (68% x 53%).

Roughly 67% of people in the four US markets are over age 25.

These percentages were applied to the total population in each region to 
develop a rough estimate of the total number of people in each market 

interested each KTA.



Estimated Number of Individuals Over 25, Interested in KTA & Likely to Visit Ontario in Next 24 months



Insight

Based on the number of people interested in the KTAs across the four regions. 
there is clearly massive opportunity for EE.

Using Facebook’s Ad Manager, we can precisely target our content to Facebook 
users interested in the KTAs and in Canada.

Given the size of the audiences for the KTAs, in order for our marketing to have 
impact we must be careful to limit reach so as to achieve sufficient frequency



Question 4

How can we group these KTAs into “bundles” that would appeal to relatively 
homogenous market segments? 



How We Answered the Question

A sophisticated statistical technique called “Factor Analysis” was used 
to answer this question.

Factor analysis takes a mass of data and shrinks it to a smaller data set 
that is more manageable and understandable. It identifies complex 

interrelationships among survey questions and groups them into unified 
constructs, or “factors”. Factoring is like a segmentation except for 

questions (and not people).  

Factoring combines questions that are similarly answered – both 
positive and negative. 

We then assigned proposed names to the factors. 



Factor Definition



Factors Crosstab - Against Key Tourism Activities
(This chart shows relative interest in all 30 KTAs by factor) 



Insight

The factors are, in hindsight, intuitive but this analysis provides empirical 
support and confirms the direction EE has already taken with early product 

initiatives like “Ride the Edge”.

People who score high on the Winter Sports, Fair Season Sports and Biking 
factors are highly interested in virtually every KTA EE offers.

This is not true of the Nature, Relaxing and Winery/Brewery Tour factors – our 
language must adjusted to reflect this when addressing these segments.



Question 5

What do these people who are most interested in these factors look like?



How We Answered the Question

Factors describe a cluster of questions - not a cluster of people. Every single survey 
respondent has a position in a factor.  

A respondent can be ranked high, low, or somewhere in the middle but all are in every factor. 
Factors are not mutually exclusive as a segmentation is with closed silos. A respondent 

could be high in one,  or high in all factors.  Or low or middling on all seven.  

So to use the factor analysis to define market targets, we then profiled the respondents 
who MOST tightly grouped around them using the following variables:

Demographics

Psychographics (using the EQ battery of 20 questions)

Travel destination “purchase behaviour”

Travel intentions

These effectively formed target segments for the 7 factors.



Winter Sports
§ Younger & smaller families, highly educated, employed, with low to 

moderate income. Per capita, there are more of them in Boston 

(though the greatest number of them is found in NYC)

§ They over-index on the "Free Spirit" and "Cultural Explorer" EQ 

segments

§ They like to plan ahead and are very interested in purchasing 

packages. They are heavier uses of online resources like blogs to 

plan travel. They are very likely to travel outside of the US in the 

next 24 months and to visit Canada

§ Over-index on the "Fair Season Sports", "Biking" and "Culture" 

product factors



Fair Season Sports

§ Skews heavily male, under 50, has 4 or more people in the house 

(they have multiple kids) and less likely to be university educated

§ They over-index on the "Free Spirit" and "Rejuvenator" EQ segments

§ They plan ahead, are interested in packages and very likely to 

travel to Canada

§ Logically, these people also way over-index on the Nature factor



Biking
§ Skews male and younger, yet is married with 3 or more people in 

the house (multiple kids). Moderate income

§ They over-index on the "Free Spirit" and "Cultural Explorer" EQ 

segments

§ They plan ahead, are interested in packages, use digital to plan and 

very likely to travel to Canada

§ These are very active people, and are also found in the "Winter 

Sports" and "Fair Season Sports" factors.



Nature
§ Well-educated, over 50, very affluent, empty nesters.

§ They over-index on the "No Hassle Traveler", and "Personal 

History" EQ segments.

§ They plan ahead, use online media are interested in packages and 

very likely to travel to Canada

§ Also found in the "Biking" factor, though their interest tends to bike 

touring (low impact)



§ Usually 35-50 years old and the least educated of the 

segments (over-indexes on high school only). Smaller 

families, typically with just one children. Most likely to be 

unemployed and lower income

§ They over-index on the "Free Spirit" and "Rejuvenator" EQ

§ They are not planners and have limited interest in 

packages. Only somewhat likely to travel to Canada, likely 

due to economic considerations

§ Also found in the "Fair Season Sports" factor, and show 

interest in some activities in the Culture factor

Relaxing



Winery/Brewery Tours
§ Over 50 years old , skews male, high income, retired

§ They over-index on the "Cultural History", "Cultural Explorer" 

and "Authentic Experiencer" EQ segments

§ Not surprisingly, they also overindex on enjoying local cuisine 

and relaxing dockside

§ They are not planners and have limited interest in packages. 

Least likely to travel to Canada



Culture
§ Skews female and single, over 50, moderate income, 

living alone

§ They over-index on the "No Hassle Traveler", "Cultural 

Explorer" and "Free Spirit" EQ segments.

§ They plan daily itineraries, use tour operators, are 

interested in packages and likely to travel to Canada

§ Also found in the "Winter Sports" and "Biking" 

factors. Not surprisingly, they also index high on 

activities like Day Cruises and Guided toours



Destination Canada’s Explorer Quotient provides tourism businesses with valuable 
insights into why and how different people like to travel.

EQ looks at individuals’ personal beliefs, social values and views of the world to 
learn exactly why different types of travelers seek out entirely different travel 

experiences (see Appendix for EQ segment definitions).

These are measured using a battery of 20 standard questions. We included this 
battery in this survey and used the response data to help define the factors and the 

traveler who most closely group around them.

The response data provides direction for shaping the product packages as well as 
for the development of highly targeted content.



Factors Crosstab - Against EQ Questions



Insight

The 7 factors, and their associated market segments, have obvious 
implications for EE’s international marketing strategy:

Packages & experiences should be designed around the factors

Navigation for the product section of the region’s new website should be 
built around these factors

Content (and any product-related advertising) should be created around 
the factors

Content (and any product-related advertising) should speak directly to the 
market segments defined by the 7 factors



Appendices



EQ Segment Descriptions



Factor Descriptions - Detail



Factors Crosstab - Against Factors



Factors Crosstab - Against EQ Segments



Factors Crosstab - Against Demos



Factors Crosstab - Against Planning and Package Interest



Factors Crosstab – Purchase Behaviour and Intent



Survey Sample Demos



Total Sample Profile - N = 1,750


